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1. I n t r o d u c t i o n  

Real-time systems is becoming one of many ap- 
plication areas whose development requires the 
involvement of database system concepts. Due 
to ever increasing volume of information be- 
ing handled by data-intensive real-time applica- 
tions, a need has arisen for applying database 
technology to real-time systems. Examples 
of data-intensive real-time applications include 
stock market, computer-integrated manufactur- 
ing, telephone switching systems, network man- 
agement, and command and control systems 
[Ram92]. 

A real-time database system (RTDBS) can be 
defined as a database system where transactions 
are associated with real-time constraints typically 
in the form of deadlines. The system attempts to 
execute transactions so as to both meet the dead- 
lines and maintain the database consistency. Tra- 
ditional database systems are designed to provide 
functionally correct information. The correctness 
of a database operation is hardly affected by the 
slowness of a transaction [Lin89]. Maintaining 
data consistency is the primary consideration in 
scheduling transactions. On the other hand, the 
basic issue considered in traditional real-time sys- 
tems is the satisfaction of timing constraints as- 
sociated with transactions. The problem of main- 
taining the consistency of shared data is usually 
not addressed. Real-time systems are typically 
categorized into two groups as hard and soft real- 
time systems [Sta~8]. Hard real-time systems in- 
corporate strict deadlines and the correctness of 
transaction operations depends on the time at 

which the results are produced. In soft real-time 
systems, satisfaction of timing constraints is still 
a key issue in scheduling transactions, however, in 
this case there is no guarantee that all transaction 
deadlines wiU be met. 

Design of a RTDBS requires the integration 
of concepts from both real-time systems and 
database systems to handle the timing and consis- 
tency requirements together. The following sec- 
tion provides a discussion of various design ap. 
proaches to RTDBS's. It is useful to study those 
approaches in two separate categories based on 
the type of timing constraints (i.e., hard or soft) 
issued by the underlying application. 

2. A p p r o a c h e s  t o  R T D B S  Design 

Implementation of RTDBS's is difficult due to 
the conflicting requirements of meeting deadlines 
and maintaining data consistency. In many appli- 
cations, it is not possible to satisfy both require- 
ments [Lin89]. For some applications the dead- 
line requirement cannot be relaxed (i.e., timing 
constraints axe hard); thus, the data consistency 
requirement has to be modified. In those systems 
getting timely but partially incorrect information 
is preferable to getting correct but late informa- 
tion [Sin88]. On the other hand, in some RTDBS 
applications maintaining data consistency can be 
more crucial than satisfying deadlines. Sched- 
ulers should not violate the data consistency re- 
quirement while observing the timing constraints 
of transactions. In the following subsections, var- 
ious design alternatives axe discussed for both 
types of RTDBS's. 
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2.1. R T D B S ' s  w i th  H a r d  T i m i n g  Con-  
s t r a in t s  

With the current databage technology it is ex- 
tremely difficult to provide schedules guarantee- 
ing the deadlines of RTDB transactions. This dif- 
ficulty comes from the unpredictability of trans- 
action response times. Each transaction opera- 
tion accessing a data item takes a variable amount 
of time due to concurrency control and disk IO 
[StaB8]. 

Serializability is a widely accepted correctness 
criterion for concurrency control in database sys- 
tems. Serializable schedules provide correct re- 
suits and leave the database consistent. How- 
ever, serializability is not a suitable technique to 
implement in hard real-time systems because of 
the limitation of concurrency allowed by serial- 
izable executions. Existing concurrency control 
protocols ensuring serializability are based on ei- 
ther one of two techniques: blocking transactions 
and restarting transactions. Both techniques are 
inappropriate for time-critical scheduling. Block- 
ing can cause priority inversion; i.e., a high pri- 
ority transaction (e.g., with an urgent deadline) 
can be blocked by a lower priority transaction 
[Sha88]. Restarting a transaction, on the other 
hand, causes a waste of processing time and other 
system resources already used by that transac- 
tion. 

Although a general purpose consistency crite- 
rion that is less stringent than serializability has 
not yet been proposed, some possible solutions to 
the data consistency problem in hard RTDBS's 
have been provided. The consistency model pro- 
posed in [Vrb88, Lin89] is an attempt for the re- 
laxation of strict serializability rules. The model 
satisfies timing constraints by sacrificing database 
consistency temporarily to some degree. Ezternal 
data consistency is defined in contrast to inter- 
nal data consistency as maintained by traditional 
database systems. The external consistency con- 
straint requires that the data used by a transac- 
tion reflect the physical environment at the time; 
this is in contrast to internal consistency which 
requires that all data must meet some predefined 

constraints in the database. The model is baaed 
on the assumption that for most RTDBS applica- 
tions a timely and externally consistent result is 
more desirable than an out-of-date though inter- 
nelly consistent response. For instance, the trace 
of an unidentified object detected by an on-board 
system is externally consistent but may not be 
internally consistent before it is interpreted and 
filtered by the system. 

Another approach to designing a RTDBS with 
extremely fast response requirements is to re- 
design conventional database systems or their 
components. Main memory database systems are 
capable of providing fast response for RTDBS ap- 
plications. As we mentioned above, one of the fac- 
tors leading to unpredictable transaction response 
times is disk IO. Main memory database systems 
can eliminate disk access delays from database 
access. However, main memory databases intro- 
duce some problems and design issues of their own 
[SineS]. 

2.2. RTDBS's  with Soft Timing Con- 
straints 

In many RTDBS applications consistency of 
data is as important as the timeliness of trans- 
action response. Banking, stock market, and air- 
line reservation systems are several examples of 
such application areas where the data consistency 
requirement cannot be relaxed. While maintain- 
ing the consistency of underlying database, the 
management and scheduling of system resources 
should also take the timing constraints into ac- 
count; i.e., CPU, main memory, IO devices and 
access to shared data all should be managed to 
make a best effort to satisfy transaction deadlines 
[Abb90]. 

The general approach to the scheduling prob- 
lem in soft RTDBS's is using existing tech- 
niques in CPU scheduling, buffer management, 
IO scheduling, and concurrency control, and to 
apply time-critical scheduling methods to observe 
the timing requirements of transactions. The 
performance goal in satisfying timing constraints 
can change depending on the application environ- 
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ment. If the only real-time parameter associated 
with each transaction is the assigned deadline, 
the goal is to minimize the number of transac- 
tions that miss their deadlines. A priority or- 
der is established among transactions based on 
their deadlines. There are KTDB applications 
where transactions may be assigned different val- 
ues, where the value of a transaction reflects the 
return the application expects to receive if the 
transaction commits within its deadline [Biy88, 
Hua89, Har91]. For such applications, the per- 
formance goal is to maximize the value realized 
by the in-time transactions. Transactions are as- 
signed priorities which are functions of both their 
values and deadlines. 

Most of the recent research in soft RTDB trans- 
action scheduling has concentrated on develop- 
ment and evaluation of concurrency control pro- 
tocols. Each locking protocol proposed for RT- 
DBS's is based on either one of the following 
two schemes: priority inheritance and priority 
abort. The priority inheritance scheme allows a 
low priority transaction to execute at the high- 
est priority of all the higher priority transactions 
it blocks [Sha88]. The priority abort scheme is 
based on aborting the lower priority transaction 
when priority inversion occurs. Development and 
evaluation of various locking-based concurrency 
control protocols are reported in [Abb88, Abb89, 
Hua89, Hua91a, Lin90, Sha91, Son90a, Son92, 
Agr92, arid Ulu92a]. One well-known locking- 
based concurrency control protocol is the prior- 
ity ceiling protocol which extends priority inheri- 
tance by eliminating deadlocks and bounding the 
blocking time of high priority transactions to no 
more than one transaction execution time [Sha88, 
Sha90]. Another class of proposed protocols is 
based on the optimistic method of concurrency 
control. [Har90a, Har90b, and Huaglb] present a 
set of optimistic protocols and provide the com- 
parison of those protocols with locking. These 
performance comparisons do not completely agree 
due to the different types of systems used and 
the assumptions made in evaluating the proto- 
cols. Timestamp-based concurrency control pro- 
tocols, which involve real-time priorities in con- 

structing a timestamp order among transactions, 
are studied in [Son90b and Ulu92b]. 

Other recent research addressing the schedul- 
ing problem in soft RTDBS's can be summa- 
rized as follows. [Car89, Abb90, Che91, and 
Kim91] provide some new approaches to priority- 
based IO scheduling. Development and evalua- 
tion of several real-time policies for handling CPU 
scheduling is reported in [Hua89]. [Ozsg0] intro- 
duces new techniques to process database queries 
within fixed time quotas. Different degrees of 
accuracy of the responses to the queries can be 
achieved by using those techniques. Priority- 
based buffer management policies are discussed 
in [Car89 and Hua90]. 

3. A c t i v e  R T D B S ' s  

In an active database system conditions are de- 
fined on states of the database and when these 
conditions occur, some prespecified actions are in- 
voked. The HIPAC project [DayS81 introduces an 
active RTDBS that  attempts to provide timely re- 
sponse to specified conditions. When conditions 
become true, transactions are scheduled both to 
perform corresponding actions and to meet cer- 
tain timing constraints. 

In [Kor90], a new approach is proposed to the 
modeling of an active RTDBS. In the proposed 
model timing constraints are associated with the 
states of the database system rather than directly 
with transactions. Timing constraints defined on 
system states enforce similar constraints on trans- 
actions that are triggered by those states. 

4. D i s t r i b u t e d  R T D B S ' s  

Distributed database systems are of great im- 
portance to real-time applications with severe 
performance requirements such as fast response 
and continued operation in the face of catas- 
trophic failures. Two basic advantages provided 
by distributed database systems are high data 
availability and potentially improved read per- 
fonnance [Sin88]. Replicated copies of data can 
be stored redundantly at multiple sites, provid- 
ing data access even if some of the copies are not 
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available due to failures. Improved read perfor- 
mance is due to access to local copies. 

Although data replication provides some ad- 
wntages, it also introduces some problems 
[Gar87]. Access to a data item is no longer con- 
trolled exclusively by a single site; instead the 
access control is distributed across the sites stor- 
ing the copies of the data item. It is necessary to 
ensure that mutual consistency of the replicated 
data is provided; in other words, replicated copies 
must behave like a single copy. This is possible 
by preventing conflicting accesses on the different 
copies of the same data item, and by making sure 
that all data sites eventually receive all updates. 
Multiple copy updates lead to a considerable over- 
head due to the communication required among 
the data sites holding the copies. [Ulu92b] inves- 
tigates the impact of storing multiple copies of 
data on satisfying the timing constraints of trans- 
actions under various application environments. 

Some recent RTDBS research has concentrated 
on investigating the possibility of improving the 
performance in distributed RTDBS's. In [Lin88] 
some techniques are proposed to increase the 
availability in a partitioned RTDBS. [Kim91] pro- 
poses new multiversion concurrency control pro- 
tocols to increase concurrency in RTDBS's. In 
[Sop92] an adaptive commit protocol is intro- 
duced for distributed RTDB transactions. The 
approach taken in that work is to identify ways 
in which a commit protocol can be made adap- 
tive in the sense that under different situations 
the system can dynamically change to a different 
commitment strategy. 

5. C o n c l u s i o n s  

A real-time database system (RTDBS) is de- 
signed to provide real-time information to the 
executing transactions. The system attempts to 
satisfy the properties of both traditional database 
systems and real-time systems; however, the in- 
tegration of those two systems is not trivial. 
Traditional database systems focus on maintain- 
ing database consistency in scheduling transac- 
tions. The users are not allowed to specify tim- 

ing constraints. In real-time system scheduling, 
on the other hand, the emphasis is on satisfying 
transaction deadlines and the problem of main- 
taining the consistency of shared data is usu- 
ally not addressed. In this paper, we have dis- 
cussed briefly the main problems and the basic 
approaches taken in designing a RTDBS. The de- 
sign approaches have been categorized into two 
groups based on the strictness of the timing con- 
straints associated with transactions. We have 
also summarized recent research in active and dis- 
tributed RTDBS's. 
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